Abstract-The existing, semisupervised, spectral clustering approaches have two major drawbacks, i.e., either they cannot cope with multiple categories of supervision or they sometimes exhibit unstable effectiveness. To address these issues, two normalized affinity and penalty jointly constrained spectral clustering frameworks as well as their corresponding algorithms, referred to as type-I affinity and penalty jointly constrained spectral clustering (TI-APJCSC) and type-II affinity and penalty jointly constrained spectral clustering (TII-APJCSC), respectively, are proposed in this paper. TI refers to type-I and TII to type-II. The significance of this paper is fourfold. First, benefiting from the distinctive affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are substantially more effective than the existing methods. Second, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are fully compatible with the three well-known categories of supervision, i.e., class labels, pairwise constraints, and grouping information. Third, owing to the delicate framework normalization, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are quite flexible. With a simple tradeoff factor varying in the small fixed interval (0, 1], they can self-adapt to any semisupervised scenario. Finally, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC demonstrate strong robustness, not only to the number of pairwise constraints but also to the parameter for affinity measurement. As such, the novel TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC algorithms are very practical for medium-and small-scale semisupervised data sets. The experimental studies thoroughly evaluated and demonstrated these advantages on both synthetic and real-life semisupervised data sets.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PECTRAL clustering is one of the significant techniques of clustering learning in pattern recognition. Despite its history not being as long as those of other classic clustering methods, such as the partition-based [1] - [3] and hierarchybased [4] , [5] methods, spectral clustering has caused an increasing amount of interest over the past two decades owing to its distinctive merits of owning (nearly) global optima [6] , [7] as well as fitting both convex and nonconvex data sets. The advantages of spectral clustering have been validated by many actual applications, such as information retrieval [8] , load balancing [9] , and image segmentation [7] , [10] . The literature regarding spectral clustering is so abundant that it cannot be thoroughly summarized. The representative review is as follows. Several graph-partition criteria, e.g., minimum cut [11] , normalized cut (NC) [7] , ratio cut [12] , average cut [13] , and min-max cut [14] , had been put forward over the last 20 years. Most of these criteria, especially NC, have become the important theoretical bases in spectral clustering, and there have been numerous follow-up studies [15] - [17] . The surveys on spectral clustering presented in [18] - [21] provide the overall understanding of the spectral clustering origin, mechanism, and relationship to other theories. Two strategies for speeding up conventional spectral clustering approaches were separately studied in [16] and [22] , so that they can deal with large-scale data sets or online data streams. Moreover, the combinations of spectral clustering and the other state-of-the-art techniques, e.g., semisupervised learning [23] , multitask [24] , multiview [25] , coclustering [26] , and transfer learning [27] , still belong to very hot research topics, and several correlative approaches have been developed [23] , [28] - [40] .
As is well known, similar to other conventional clustering methods, the effectiveness of spectral clustering is sensitive to the purity of the data set, which signifies that spectral clustering could be inefficient and even invalid if the data were distorted by noise or interference information. We believe that transfer learning and semisupervised learning are two of the most feasible pathways to address this issue as both attempt to enhance the learning performance on the target data set by means of adopting partially given information as the reference. The distinction between them lies in the source of the prior information. That is, transfer learning extracts the desired information from other correlated 2162-237X © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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scenarios (source domains) and applies this information to the current scenario (target domain) [27] , whereas semisupervised learning works solely on one scenario (data set), which indicates that the known information not only comes from this data set but is also utilized on itself [10] , [31] . In this paper, we focus on the latter, i.e., on studying constrained (semisupervised) spectral clustering and separately proposing our own frameworks and approaches. To date, there has been quite a bit of effective work associated with constrained spectral clustering. We now review the related work from two perspectives 1) the possible types of supervision (partially known information) in semisupervised learning and 2) the ways of using the supervision. The data instance label is the most ordinary but straightforward category of prior knowledge [19] , [23] , [28] , [35] , whereas the pairwise constraint [29] - [31] , [33] , [34] , also referred to as the mustlink or cannot-link constraint, belongs to another kind of user supervision with comparatively more flexibility and practicability, as it is independent on some insightful knowledge, such as the cluster number and the involved clusters in the prior information, which, however, are sensitive in the case of data labels. The grouping information [10] is the third possible type of supervision, which often appears in the application of image segmentation where several regions are definitely marked in an image and all of the pixels within each region should be assigned into the same cluster. The schemas regarding how to use the supervision also pose two strategies. One is to directly manipulate the affinity matrix (or equally, the Laplacian matrix) according to some conditions generated from the specified supervision, either data labels or pairwise constraints. For example, the affinity matrix-oriented constraints and the affinity propagation based on instancelevel constraints were studied in [19] and [40] , respectively. The other strategy is to construct a combined framework in terms of the objective function or the subjection condition so as to satisfy both the supervision and original optimization conditions as much as possible. For instance, the constraint conditions added to subjection conditions were investigated in [30] and [31] . One constrained, multiway, spectral clustering approach with the determination of the cluster number was presented in [29] . A partial grouping information-based approach for image segmentation was proposed in [10] .
Nevertheless, in the progress of constrained spectral clustering, there is no relatively completely effective method, which can address all types of supervision with the perfect combination of simultaneous affinity constraints and framework optimization so far. Motivated by this challenge, we devise two novel types of constrained spectral clustering frameworks with full compatibility, high flexibility, and strong robustness in this paper. We separately designate them as type-I affinity and penalty jointly constrained formulation (TI-APJCF) and type-II affinity and penalty jointly constrained formulation (TII-APJCF) and name their corresponding algorithms as type-I affinity and penalty jointly constrained spectral clustering (TI-APJCSC) and type-II affinity and penalty jointly constrained spectral clustering (TII-APJCSC), respectively. In general, the primary contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) Both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC pose the affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies for semisupervised spectral clustering. In particular, the constraints lie not only in the explicit pairwise constraints added to the affinity matrix and the objective expression separately, but also in the implicit efficacy that both TI-APJCF and TII-APJCF indirectly adjust the affinity measurement to a certain extent, which consequently enhances the eventual effectiveness and robustness of both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC. 2) Both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are compatible with the three existing categories of supervision, i.e., class labels, pairwise constraints, and grouping information, which makes them more practical than those only partial category-oriented methods. 3) Both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC feature high flexibility, which is achieved from two aspects. First, it helps us avoid specifying the threshold for the constraint term [30] , [31] to introduce the constraint term (penalty term) into the objective function rather than into the subjection condition. Second, after normalizing the ranges of both the original spectral clustering term and the semisupervised penalty term, a simple tradeoff factor taking values within the interval (0, 1] is able to balance their individual roles to the overall framework in any data scenario. 4) Benefiting from the affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are robust with respect to the parameter in the affinity measurement as well as the number of pairwise constraints. The only slight performance difference between them lies in their separate insensitivity to the tradeoff factor. That is, TII-APJCSC seems generally steadier against the tradeoff factor than TI-APJCSC. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the work related to our research is briefly reviewed. In Section III, two types of affinity and penalty jointly constrained formulation: TI-APJCF and TII-APJCF, several associated definitions and theorems, the corresponding algorithms TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC, and the parameter setting are sequentially introduced. In Section IV, the experimental validation of the correlated algorithms is presented and discussed. In Section V, the conclusions are presented.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
A. Graph and Common Notations
Given a data set X = {x i |x i ∈ R d , i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, where d is the data dimensionality and N is the data size. Let G = (V, E, W) denote an undirected, weighted graph on X, where each data instance in X corresponds to a vertex (node) in V ; all the edges between any two vertices in V compose the edge set E, and each edge in E is weighted by a similarity that is an entry of the affinity (similarity) matrix W. Suppose there exist K (2 ≤ K < N) potential groups (clusters) in X. Now, in terms of the graph G, the purpose of clustering can be reformulated as a partition of the graph, in which the edges among different groups have very low weights while the edges within a group have high ones. To determine this ideal partition, several partition criteria were developed, such as minimum cut [11] , NC [7] , and ratio cut [12] . Among them, as mentioned in Section I, NC is currently studied more extensively.
Some important notations need to be explicitly introduced before continuing our work, and these notations will be recruited throughout this paper.
Suppose the N × N affinity (similarity) matrix W of the graph G = (V, E, W) is calculated according to a certain affinity function, e.g., the well-known radial basis function
d ii and measure the total weights of graph G. Putting them together, the common notations regarding our work are listed in Table I .
B. Normalized Cut and Normalized Spectral Clustering
The primitive theories of NC and the spectral clustering algorithm were presented in [7] . For related research, see [10] , [15] , [16] , and [18] - [23] . We now briefly review NC and the normalized spectral clustering algorithm as follows.
The objective function of NC can be represented as [18] min
where y is the relaxed clustering indicator vector and 1 is a constant vector whose entries are all 1.
whereL is called the normalized Laplacian matrix and v is the new clustering indicator vector.
Algorithm 1 Normalized Spectral Clustering
Step 1: Construct the graph G on the given data set X and calculate the similarity matrix W; Step 2: Generate the normalized Laplacian matrix
Step 3: Obtain the K relaxed continuous solutions (the first K eigenvectors) of Eq. (4) based on the eigenvalue decomposition onL; Step 4: Generate the final discrete solution via K -means [18] or spectral rotation [6] , [10] based on these continuous solutions.
It is easy to prove that (3) is equivalent to the standard eigensystem using the Lagrange optimizatioñ
where λ is the eigenvalue and v is the matching eigenvector. As revealed in [7] , the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of (4) can be adopted as the optimal solution of (3) for the two-class partition issue. As for the multiclass problem, namely, there being multiple clusters (K > 2) in the target data set, the well-known normalized spectral clustering algorithm (Algorithm 1) is available [7] , [10] , [18] .
C. Supervision Types
In general, there are three categories of prior information for semisupervised learning: 1) class labels; 2) pairwise constraints; and 3) grouping information.
Class labels are widely enlisted as the reference in various supervised or semisupervised learning approaches [28] . In the sense of the class number existing in the given information, here there may be two cases: 1) only partial class labels are involved and 2) all class labels are covered, i.e., the case of full class labels.
Pairwise constraints, also referred to as must-link or cannotlink constraints, belong to the second type of supervision [31] . Depending on the specific information offered by users, pairwise constraints can be in the forms of a must-link set (MLS) in which the pairs of samples must be assigned to the same cluster, a cannot-link set (CLS) in which the pairs of data instances cannot be assigned to the same cluster, or both.
As for grouping information, it usually appears in the application of image segmentation [10] where several regions are explicitly drawn as the groups in an image and all of the pixels within each region should be assigned to the same cluster.
These three types of supervision are actually not isolated from each other, and there are some conversions among them. The supervision types as well as their feasible conversions are shown in Fig. 1 . More specifically, the practicable conversions among them can be stated as follows.
1) Class Labels → Must-Link & Cannot-Link Sets: Both cases of partial class labels and full class labels can be easily converted into the must-link or cannot-link constraints, depending on the specific cases of sample labels existing in the supervision data. According to the different sample labels, the given supervision data can be divided into several groups. Only one group exists, as a special case, if and only if all the given sample labels are consistent. Suppose the data capacity of each group is greater than 1, then any two samples within one group can certainly be used to constitute the MLS, and any sample pair whose members are from two separate groups should be an entry in the CLS. In the special case of only one group, the MLS is available but not the CLS.
2) Class Labels → Grouping Information: Likewise, both cases of partial class labels and full class labels can be conveniently converted into the grouping information, and the number of groups equals the number of different sample labels existing in the supervision data. Each group is composed of all data instances owning the same label.
3) Grouping Information → Must-Link Set: It is definite that any two members of each group in the grouping information should belong to the MLS. However, the cannot-link constraints are not obtainable due to the uncertain relations between any two groups in this case.
The purpose of semisupervised learning is to strengthen as much as possible the practical performance of intelligent algorithms in terms of any category of supervision.
III. AFFINITY AND PENALTY JOINTLY CONSTRAINED SPECTRAL CLUSTERING
As shown in Fig. 1 , in light of the fact that all three supervision categories can eventually be represented as the MLS or the CLS or both, we only need to focus on pairwise constraints in this paper. How to sufficiently make use of the prior knowledge in the form of pairwise constraints for semisupervised spectral clustering is the first challenge which we have to face. To resolve this issue, we propose two affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies as follows.
A. Affinity and Penalty Jointly Constrained Strategies
It should be pointed out that our affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies exist not only in the constraints added to both the affinity matrix and the framework, but also in the essential connections between them. Next, we introduce our work in detail.
1) Pairwise Constraints on the Affinity Matrix:
Without loss of generality, we assume that both MLS and CLS are available throughout this paper. It is worth noting that some rules for propagating must-link and cannot-link constraints can be applied before our work in order to further enlarge the pairwise sizes in MLS and CLS [34] , [40] .
Based on the final MLS and CLS, we manipulate the affinity matrix W according to the following rules:
where i, j signifies any pairwise of constraint in MLS or CLS and i and j are the separate indices of the matching data instances in the entire data set X. The strategy of directly updating the affinity matrix according to the pairwise constraints is definitely the least sophisticated modality in semisupervised spectral clustering. Actually, it is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it can offer the most straightforward constraints, as the affinity measurement is the foundation of all spectral clustering methods. On the other hand, it simultaneously disrupts the overall consistency regarding similarity measurement, so that some unexpected cases usually occur in those approaches relying solely on affinity constraints [19] . This phenomenon will be disclosed in the Section IV-B. For this reason, most state-of-the-art techniques in semisupervised spectral clustering do not currently value the pure affinity constraint mechanism. Therefore, this type of constraints added to the affinity matrix W is only the basis of our research, and other more reliable constraint strategies are required as the significant supplements. To this end, we present the following two core formulations for constrained spectral clustering based on NC.
2) Type-I Affinity and Penalty Jointly Constrained Formulation: As we know well, each entry v i (i = 1, . . . , N) in the clustering indicator vector v in (3) is relaxed to take the continuous value. In particular, v i > 0 indicates x i belongs to cluster + and v i < 0 to cluster − in the case of bipartition. As for the multiclass partition problem, the K -way partition strategy [7] , [10] , [18] is always enlisted as the standard means in spectral clustering, in which each way is also treated as a bipartition issue. In this regard, we present the first formulation for constrained spectral clustering as follows.
Definition 1: Let n M and n C denote the numbers of pairwise constraints in MLS and CLS, respectively. Suppose y = (y 1 , . . . , y N ) T is the clustering indicator vector in normalized spectral clustering, then the TI-APJCF can be defined as
where i, j signifies any pairwise constraint in MLS, and i and j are the indices of the corresponding data instances in the entire data set X; k, l signifies the one in CLS, and k and l are also the indices of the matching samples. Equation (6) is constructed based on the premise that, for any must-link constraint i, j ∈ MLS, the signs of the entries y i and y j in the clustering indicator vector y should keep the same and the values of y i and y j should be as close as possible. Therefore, the first term i, j ∈MLS (y i − y j ) 2 /n M in T1 should consequently be as small as possible. In contrast, for any cannot-link constraint k, l ∈ CLS, the signs of y k and y l should be opposite, i.e., one is negative and the other is positive, which causes the term k,l ∈CLS −(y k − y l ) 2 /n C in T1 to favor a smaller value. Combining them, the optimal solution that best meets the constraints in both MLS and CLS should minimize T1 . Considering the potential pairwise size diversity between MLS and CLS, we prefer the form of averages in T1 .
Definition 2: For any must-link constraint i, j ∈ MLS, the must-link indicator matrix ML i, j is defined as i j
that is, aside from the two entries, (i , j ) and ( j , i ), which are set to 1, the others in ML i, j are all 0. Definition 3: For any cannot-link constraint k, l ∈ CLS, the type-I cannot-link indicator matrix
that is, the two entries (k, l) and (l, k) are set to −1, whereas the others in CL T1 k,l are all 0. We now yield the matrix form of T1 in (6) in terms of Definitions 2 and 3.
Theorem 1: With the notations being the same as those declared in Definitions 1-3, let
k,l /n C , and S 1 = ML + CL T1 , then TI-APJCF in the form of (6) can be represented by the following formula:
where
diag(·) denotes the generating function of diagonal matrix in terms of the vector argument, and 1 N×1 is a constant vector with all N entries being 1. Proof: It is easy to prove that the objective expression of NC [see (2) ], min y T Ly, can be rewritten as min 2 , in which w i j is the affinity between any two samples x i and x j in X [18] . Therefore, making the transformation from W to L as the reference, we can prove this theorem.
As ML and CL T1 are both symmetric, S 1 is consequently symmetric. Moreover, it is explicit that here the roles of H 1 and S 1 to (6) are similar to those of D and W in
As is evident, T1 belongs to a kind of penalty-based framework constraint for semisupervised spectral clustering; however, it is also of another efficacy in this paper, i.e., it delicately establishes a full connection to the affinity measurement W, which will be explained in detail hereinafter. Therefore, we call it one of the affinity and penalty jointly constrained formulations.
3) Type-II Affinity and Penalty Jointly Constrained Formulation: The distinctive merit of T1 is that it can build the complete connection between the affinity-and penaltybased constraint manners in this paper. Nevertheless, the second term
is not the only modality preferred in this paper for measuring the consistency between the clustering indicator y and CLS, as it is merely a necessary condition for successful clustering partitions. This indicates that, in some extreme cases, a clustering indicator y, whose many pairs of entries belonging to CLS are assigned to the same signs, can also cause the term k,l ∈CLS −(y k − y l ) 2 /n C to take smaller values as long as the gap of any pair of |y k | and |y l | is large enough. However, such cases a little violate the original intention of NC, i.e., the signs of samples from different clusters should keep opposite. In this regard, we put forward the other more concise model for measuring CLS in Definition 4.
Definition 4: If the notations are the same as those in Definition 1, the TII-APJCF can be defined as
The first term
is the same as that in T1 ; however, the second one is different. For any cannot-link constraint k, l in CLS, the ideal signs of v k and v l can only be inconsistent, such that the second term k,l ∈CLS (y k y l + y l y k )/n C in T2 remains as small as possible. Therefore, the new measurement can eliminate the flaw of k,l ∈CLS −(y k − y l ) 2 /n C in T1 in theory. Definition 5: For any cannot-link constraint k, l ∈ CLS, the type-II cannot-link indicator matrix CL T2 k,l is defined similar to (8) except that the entries (k, l) and (l, k) are 1.
Theorem 2: With the notations being the same as those defined in Theorem 1 and Definitions 4 and 5, let CL T2 = k,l ∈CLS CL T2 k,l /n C , then TII-APJCF in the form of (10) can also be represented by the following formula:
Proof: First, in terms of CL T2 k,l and CL T2 , it is clear that k,l ∈CLS (y k y l + y l y k )/n C can directly be represented as y T CL T2 y. Then, for i, j ∈MLS (y i − y j ) 2 /n M , likewise, taking the transformation from W to L in NC as the reference, we generate the new matrices H 2 = diag(ML · 1 N×1 ) and Q 2 = H 2 − ML whose roles are separately similar to those of
Combining them, this theorem is proved.
B. Flexible, Normalized Frameworks for Affinity and Penalty Jointly Constrained Spectral Clustering
Based separately on (9) and (11), we can immediately propound our own two different frameworks for constrained spectral clustering
where γ > 0 is the regularization coefficient.
In (12), we place y T P i y in the objective function as a penalty term with the regularization coefficient γ rather than adding it as another subjection condition, which helps us avoid specifying a definite value for y T P i y as in [30] and [31] ; meanwhile, the parameter γ is able to balance the impact of y T P i y to the whole expression.
In Theorem 1, in the sight of ML and CL T1 , we can easily find that each pair of must-link constraints in MLS equals setting the entries S 1_i j and S 1_ j i in S 1 to 1/n M and each one in CLS equals setting the entries S 1_kl and S 1_lk in S 1 to −1/n C . Now, let us come back to (12) , where
T equals being generated from the generalized affinity matrix W = W + γ S 1 , which means that we set w i j = w j i = w i j + γ /n M for each constraint in MLS as well as w kl = w lk = w kl − γ /n C for each constraint in CLS.
As for P 2 corresponding to T2 in Theorem 2, as only the first term in (10) is the same as that in (6), P 2 is only partially associated with L (or equally, W), whereas its second term k,l ∈CLS (y k y l + y l y k )/n C can offer us a more reliable measurement for the consistency between the clustering indicator y and CLS, which facilitates the total effectiveness of T2 from another different perspective.
Based on the above analyses, our proposed frameworks in the form of (12) for constrained spectral clustering, in terms of either TI-APJCF or TII-APJCF, exhibit not only the explicit penalty term-based framework constraints but also two different degrees of implicit influence to the affinity measurement. We collectively call them affinity and penalty jointly constrained frameworks.
Theorem 3: The affinity and penalty jointly constrained spectral clustering frameworks in the form of (12) are equivalent to the following flexible optimization problems with the delicate normalized frameworks:
v is the new clustering indicator vector, η ∈ (0, 1] is a tradeoff factor,I is the N × N identify matrix, λ min _P i and λ max _P i denote the minimal and maximal eigenvalues ofP i separately, λ min _L and λ max _L denote the minimal and maximal ones of L, and v 0 represents the trivial eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue 0 with respect to S i .
, and
Given a real, symmetric matrix A, we can obtain the following inequality according to Rayleigh quotient [7] , [41] and the min-max theorem [42] :
where λ min _A and λ max _A denote the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of A, respectively. Due to v T v = vol(G) in (14), (15) equals
AsP i andL are both symmetric, based on (16), we attain
Moreover, via (16) , it is evident that
As we previously discussed, the role of the regularization coefficient γ in this paper is to balance the impact of the penalty term v TP i v to the whole expression. Whereas the current ranges of both v TL v and v TP i v are normalized into the same interval from 0 to 1, we can substitute a tradeoff factor η ∈ (0, 1] for the regularization coefficient γ as
As for the reason of v = v 0 see Theorem 4. It should be noted that converting (12) into (13) is not trivial from the viewpoint of practicability, as the estimation of the proper range of the regularization coefficient γ in (12) is more intractable than that of the tradeoff factor η in (13). More specifically, based on our extensively empirical studies, the solution of (12) is more sensitive to γ than that of (13) to η, as the orders of magnitude of y T Ly and y T P i y in (12) differ and their gap dependent on the pairwise sizes of both MLS and CLS could be huge sometimes. This is the reason why we normalize the ranges of both v TL v and v TP i v in (13) into the same interval from 0 to 1. In this way, with the tradeoff factor η varying in the fixed interval (0, 1], our schemes can cope with any data scenario. Consequently, we think such delicate normalized frameworks in the form of (13) are more flexible and practical than the original one in (12) .
Theorem 4: The novel normalized frameworks of constrained spectral clustering in the form of (13) further equals the standard eigensystems of
where λ and v signify the eigenvalue as well as the matching eigenvector, respectively. Moreover, for two-class, constrained spectral clustering, the second smallest eigenvector of the eigensystem is the eventual solution to (13) , and for the multiclass case, the K -way partition strategy is needed. Proof: The solution of (13) can be derived by the Lagrange optimization. Let
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. As bothL andP i are symmetric, we obtain
We immediately arrive at (21) by rearranging (23) . Moreover, as v T v = vol(G) > 0, we can deduce
Combining (24) and (25), we arrive at
Algorithm 2 Type-I/Type-II Affinity and Penalty Jointly Constrained Spectral Clustering
Step 1: Convert the known supervision into MLS and CLS;
Step 2: Calculate the affinity matrix W of the given data set X, manipulate W according to (5) , generate the Laplacian matrix L, the degree Matrix D, and calculate vol(G); Step 3: Construct the constraint matrix P i (i = 1 or 2) based on Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, respectively; Step 4: GenerateL andP i (i = 1 or 2) according to Theorem 3, and attain S i = ηL
Step 5: Obtain the first K smallest eigenvectors of S i (i = 1 or 2) using eigenvalue decomposition and construct the continuous solution matrix U N×K ; Step 6: Based on U N×K , yield the normalized U N×K with the norm of each row being 1, and generate the final discrete solution of (13) via K -means [18] or spectral rotation [6] , [10] on U N×K .
As S i = ηL+(1−η)P i is symmetric, according to Rayleigh quotient and the min-max theorem, (26) indicates that all of the eigenvalues of S i are larger than or equal to 0, i.e., S i is a positive, semidefinite matrix. Comparing (21) with (4), we immediately know that (21) can also be regarded as a standard eigensystem with λ and v being the eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector separately. Thus, similar to (4), the second smallest eigenvector is the solution to (13) for the two-cluster case, and the K -way trick can be recruited for the multicluster situation. Furthermore, as the minimal eigenvalue of S i is 0, the corresponding eigenvector v 0 is a trivial solution, which should be eliminated, because all the entries are almost the same.
C. Algorithms
Based on TI-APJCF/TII-APJCF and Theorems 1-4, we now depict our core algorithms, i.e., TI-APJCSC or TII-APJCSC, in Algorithm 2.
D. Parameter Setting
Our proposed algorithms, either TI-APJCSC or TII-APJCSC, only involve two core parameters: 1) the affinity parameter σ in (1) and 2) the tradeoff factor η in (13) . Similar to other conventional clustering issues, it belongs to the open problems today to adjust these involved parameters self-adaptively and optimally. Currently, the grid-search strategy is widely used for approximating the parameter setting in pattern recognition. It is also well known that this strategy is dependent on validity indices, and current validity indices can be roughly divided into two categories, i.e., external criteria (label-based) and internal criteria (label-free). The external criterion, e.g., normalized mutual information (NMI) [43] , Rand index (RI) [43] , and cluster purity [28] , evaluates the degree of agreement between the achieved and known data structures and is usually adopted on synthetic or benchmark data sets where the data labels are given, even in testing sets. In contrast, the internal criterion, such as Davies-Bouldin index (DBI) [44] and Dunn index [44] , evaluates the result of an algorithm using only quantities and features inherent to the data set and, thus, better suits real data situations where the testing data are certainly unlabeled.
In addition, this paper belongs to the semisupervised learning problem in which the supervision can also be employed as the reference for parameter approximation. In this regard, besides the above, existing external criteria or internal criteria, we design the dedicated metric CONS for our constrained spectral clustering problems, as shown in (27) , which measures the consistency between the achieved clustering outcomes and the pairwise constraints in MLS and CLS
lb i denotes the achieved label corresponding to the data instance x i , and n M and n C represent the pairwise number of MLS and CLS separately.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Setup
In this section, we focus on evaluating the realistic performance of the developed TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC algorithms. For this purpose, in addition to TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC, six other state-of-the-art algorithms were enlisted for comparisons, i.e., multiclass spectral clustering (MSC) [6] , spectral learning with affinity modification (SLAM) [19] , flexible constrained spectral clustering (FCSC) [31] , clustering through ranking on manifolds (CRMs) [35] , actively self-training clustering (ASTC) [28] , and partial grouping constrained spectral clustering (PGCSC) [10] . Except for MSC, the other seven algorithms belong to semisupervised spectral clustering. The supervision categories and the constraint mechanisms regarding correlative algorithms are listed in Table II. As shown in Table II , SLAM relies solely on affinity constraints; both FCSC and PGCSC work based on the supplemental subjection conditions of supervision; CRM and ASTC are dependent on the penalty optimizations added to their objective functions; our proposed TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC work with the delicate affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies. As for the compatible categories of supervision, SLAM, FCSC, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC can cope with all of the existing three types of supervision, and the others only partially support them. Our experiments were implemented on both synthetic and real-life data sets. Four validity indices, i.e., NMI, RI, DBI, and the dedicated CONS metric defined in (27) , as well as the running time were employed to verify the clustering performance of these adopted algorithms. Before introducing our detailed experimental content, the definitions of NMI, RI, and DBI are first, briefly reviewed as follows.
1) Normalized Mutual Information:
where N i, j denotes the number of agreements between cluster i and class j , N i is the number of data points in cluster i , N j is the number of data points in class j , and N is the size of the whole data set.
2) Rand Index:
where f 00 denotes the number of any two sample points belonging to two different clusters, f 11 denotes the number of any two sample points belonging to the same cluster, and N is the total number of sample points.
3) Davies-Bouldin Index:
C denotes the cluster number in the data set, x k j denotes the data instance belonging to cluster C k , and n k and v k separately denote the data size and the centroid of cluster C k .
Both NMI and RI take values from 0 to 1, and larger values of them indicate better clustering performance. In contrast, smaller values of DBI are preferred as they indicate that the levels of both intercluster separation and intracluster compactness are concurrently high. Nevertheless, similar to other internal criteria, DBI has the potential drawback that the minimum does not necessarily imply the best information retrieval.
The grid-search strategy was adopted in our experiments for parameter optimization. The affinity parameter σ in (1) is the common one in all involved algorithms, and its specific setting in each algorithm on the related data sets will be stated separately in Tables VI and X . The values or the trial intervals of the other primary parameters in the associated algorithms are listed in Table III . For the parameters in the competitive algorithms, such as CRM, ASTC, and FCSC, we respected the authors' recommendations in their literature as well as adjusting them according to our practice. For example, FCSC is especially sensitive to the threshold β for the constraint condition. The number of positive eigenvalues in FCSC increases as β decreases, whereas the semisupervised information could not be sufficiently utilized if β is too small. In this regard, we set β = (λ max _K −1 + λ max _K )vol(G)/2 throughout this paper, where λ max _K −1 and λ max _K denote the (K -1)th and K th largest eigenvalues of the constraint matrixQ, so as to obtain enough, feasible real-value eigenvectors as well as utilize the supervision as much as possible. All experiments were carried out on a computer with Intel Core i3-3240 3.4-GHz CPU and 4-GB RAM, Microsoft Windows 7, and MATLAB 2010a.
B. On Synthetic Data Sets 1) Experimental Setup:
We generated three, artificial, 2-D data sets, X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 , as the synthetic data sets, as shown in Fig. 2 . The cluster numbers of X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 are 4, 3, and 2, respectively, and their data sizes are separately 800, 1010, and 1200. In addition, X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 were all normalized before our experiments. As is evident, because there are a few overlaps in almost all of the clusters and their neighbors in these data sets, the clustering work on these data sets is a challenge for most of the conventional clustering approaches, and they are good validation data sets for evaluating the actual performance of the recruited algorithms in our experiments.
Among these employed approaches, aside from MSC, the others work relying on the supervision. For fair comparisons, we consistently used the sample labels, which were randomly and separately chosen at different ratios from X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 as the supervision for all of the semisupervised clustering approaches. In particular, we first generated each of the ten subsets from each data set at 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 13%, 16%, and 20% sampling ratios of the whole data size, respectively. We then ran SLAM, FCSC, CRM, ASTC, PGCSC, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC on X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 with the labels in each of their sampled subsets acting as the prior information separately and evaluated their clustering performance in terms of the NMI, RI, DBI, and CONS indices as well as the running time (in seconds). As for MSC, whereas it is the original, normalized spectral clustering method and does not need any supervision, it was directly and separately performed on X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 .
2) Results of the Experiments:
In this section, we would like to report the clustering effectiveness and robustness of the involved approaches with brief and varied forms. As such, the clustering outcomes of seven, semisupervised algorithms on each artificial data set with 5% and 10% sampling ratios are listed in Table IV in the forms of means and standard deviations of NMI, RI, DBI, CONS, and running time, respectively. The results of the original MSC algorithm are shown in Table V with ten times repeated running on each data set. By the way, as MSC is irrelevant to any supervision, the CONS index is definitely unsuitable to MSC.
In addition to the clustering effectiveness, as is well known, the robustness (i.e., stability) is another primary factor affecting the practicability of intelligent algorithms. To this end, in order to appraise the clustering robustness of each algorithm on these artificial data sets, our work proceeded from two aspects in terms of the most authoritative, well-accepted NMI index. On the one hand, we studied the robustness of all recruited semisupervised methods, i.e., SLAM, FCSC, CRM, ASTC, PGCSC, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC, regarding different sampling ratios. That is, by means of the NMI scores of each algorithm running on X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 individually with the sampled subsets of different sampling ratios, i.e., 1%, 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%, 13%, 16%, and 20%, acting as the supervision, respectively, we drew the clustering effectiveness curves of these algorithms with respect to the different sampling ratios, as shown in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, we also investigated the performance robustness of our proposed TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC approaches regarding their core parameters, i.e., the affinity parameter σ in (1) and the tradeoff factor η in (13). In light of the fact that the affinity parameter σ is involved in all eight algorithms (including MSC), we compare their NMI score curves together with the parameter σ varying within the same range from 0.005 to 0.087. Due to the limitation of paper space, we only report the outcomes of these algorithms on X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 with a 5% sampling ratio, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 . As for the robustness regarding the tradeoff factor η enlisted in both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC, with the affinity parameter σ being fixed as the individual optima, we separately recorded the best NMI scores of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC, while parameter η took values from 0.1 to 1. In addition, also due to the limitation of paper space, we just indicate the individual sensitivity of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC to the tradeoff factor η on three synthetic data sets with 5% and 10% sampling ratios, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 . A few intuitive clustering results of the partial algorithms on three artificial data sets are shown in Fig. 6 . For saving the paper space, here we only exhibit one of the partition scenarios of MSC, SLAM, FCSC, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC with a 10% sampling ratio on each data set.
All of the experiments of eight algorithms were finished with the affinity parameter σ ranging within the same interval [0.005:0.002:0.087], and the recommended, optimal parameter settings of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC on these artificial data sets with 5% and 10% sampling ratios are shown in Table VI . Partition results of partial algorithms on synthetic data sets. Based on these experimental results, we can make some analyses as follows.
1) In general, the seven, semisupervised spectral algorithms overcome the original, unsupervised MSC algorithm. Furthermore, benefiting from the distinctive affinity and penalty jointly constrained mechanism, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC outperform the others. As shown in Table IV , the top two ranks of NMI and RI, two well-accepted validity indices, are achieved by either TI-APJCSC or TII-APJCSC, even though the advantage in some comparisons is not overwhelming, particularly comparing their scores with those of ASTC, CRM, and PGCSC.
2) The robustness of our proposed TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC algorithms to both the sampling ratio and the affinity parameter σ are demonstrated in our experiments. As shown in Fig. 3 , the NMI curves of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC regarding different sampling ratios seem relatively stable and almost always rank at top 1 or top 2 on all of the artificial data sets. In particular, when the sampling ratios are <10%, the stability and the effectiveness of TI-APJCSC or TII-APJCSC, which also indicate the practicability, are definitely valuable. Moreover, Fig. 4 further shows the insensitivity of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC to the parameter σ in the affinity function. In particular, taking Fig. 4(a) as an example, each node of each curve in this subfigure was the average score of the NMI index achieved by the matching algorithm running ten times with the same setting of affinity parameter σ but different subsets of X 1 as the supervision. Therefore, the stability of both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC to the affinity parameter σ is especially valuable, which means that they can work well as long as σ takes values approximately within the appropriate range. This guarantees their practicability in another way. 3) ASTC and CRM exhibit more excellent effectiveness and robustness on all three artificial data sets, which are only worse than those of our novel TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC approaches. However, they can only work based on the supervision in the form of class labels, and this restricts their realistic applications. 4) In the view of the clustering effectiveness, PGCSC also performs well on three artificial data sets. Nevertheless, its robustness, particularly to the affinity parameter σ , is distinctly worse than that of TI-APJCSC or TII-APJCSC, as it is just essentially compatible with the must-link constraints. 5) Both the effectiveness and the robustness of FCSC are unsatisfactory in practice despite its all-compatibility with all categories of supervision. Figs. 3 and 4 intuitively show that the overall effectiveness of FCSC is distinctly worse than that of TI-APJCSC/TII-APJCSC and its instability is sensitive not only to the capacity of supervision (i.e., the sampling ratio) but also to the parameter of affinity measurement. 6) SLAM is one of the straightforward, semisupervised, spectral clustering methods that work based merely on the affinity constraints, among all of these employed algorithms. Nevertheless, Table IV and Figs. 3(b) and 6(g) clearly show its instability. More precisely, in terms of the NMI index, it achieved approximately the 0.919 score with the 5% sampling ratio on X 2 ; however, it abnormally obtained the 0.3648 score with the 10% sampling ratio on the same data set. Actually, such phenomena commonly occur in other similar, semisupervised, spectral clustering approaches relying only on affinity constraints. 7) In addition to the effectiveness and robustness verified in our experiments, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC have two other distinguished merits: 1) the all-compatibility and 2) the flexibility. The allcompatibility is that they can deal with all existing categories of supervision, including class labels, pairwise constraints, and group information. As for the flexibility, it is dependent on the transformation from (12) to (13) .
Our previous empirical studies suggest that the regularization coefficient γ in (12) is always associated with the specific constrained matrix P i , which causes the uncertainty of its range. In contrast, benefiting from the normalized frameworks in (13), both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC can handle any semisupervised scenario by only assigning the consistent interval (0, 1] to the tradeoff factor η. In addition, putting the penalty term y T P i y in the objective function rather than in the subjection condition helps us avoid specifying a threshold for this constraint term, such as in FCSC [31] and CSC-L1R [30] , which further enhances the practicability as well as the flexibility of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC. By means of the grid-search strategy and the feasible validity metrics, e.g., NMI or DBI, the tradeoff factor η in both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC will eventually arrive at an appropriate value within the interval (0, 1]. Whereas this procedure is finished selfadaptively, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are able to automatically determine the impact of the constraint term y T P i y to the overall objective expression in (13). 8) The constraint formulation of TII-APJCSC, i.e., TII-APJCF in the form of (10), differs from that of TI-APJCSC. It keeps the same first term as that in TI-APJCSC for must-link constraints in order to establish the implicit but incomplete connection between the penalty and affinity constraints. However, via the inconsistent second term for cannot-link constraints, TII-APJCSC is able to further optimize the clustering indicator vector. As such, the clustering performance of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC is generally close to each other, and the slight performance distinction between them exists in their sensitivity to the tradeoff parameter η. In particular, TII-APJCSC generally appears more insensitive to the tradeoff factor η than TI-APJCSC, as shown in Fig. 5 , although both of them demonstrate the basically similar robustness against the affinity parameter σ (see Fig. 4 ). 9) In the sight of running time of all candidate algorithms, as shown in Table IV , TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are averagely at the moderate levels. We would like to discuss the running time of FCSC as it exhibits distinctly high computing cost against the others. The formulation of FCSC is equivalent to one generalized eigensystem [31] , and the MATLAB built-in function, eig(), was employed to compute the eigenvalue decomposition issues throughout this paper, and we noticed that the computing time of this function noticeably increased when it coped with the generalized eigenvalue decomposition cases. Such phenomenon is particularly recognizable when the data capacity is near or larger than 1000.
C. On Real-Life Data Sets 1) Experimental Setup:
In this section, we evaluated the performance of all eight algorithms on nine real-life data sets, including: 1) three KEEL data sets: Banana, Wisconsin, and Led7digit 1 ; 2) two UCI data sets: Wine and Waveform-21 2 ; 3) the USPS handwritten digit data set: USPS-3568 3 ; 4) the human facial data set: Japanese female facial 1 http://www.keel.es/ 2 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ 3 http://www.cs.nyu.edu/∼roweis/data.html expression (JAFFE) 4 ; 5) the text data set: 20news 5 ; and 6) the Berkeley segmentation data set: Berke-296059. 6 Some data sets were resized in this paper due to the wellknown computing burden occurred in most of the spectral clustering approaches.
The constructions and the arrangements regarding these data sets in our experiments are briefly introduced as follows.
1) As in the dedicated, KEEL semisupervised data sets, the supervision is given with the fixed sampling ratio of 10%, and we just straightforwardly performed all algorithms on Banana, Wisconsin, and Led7digit with ten repetitions. 2) As for USPS-3568, JAFFE, and 20news, likewise, we first randomly sampled each data set ten times using an invariant ratio of 10% to obtain ten subsets of each of them, after that, the seven, semisupervised algorithms were carried out on each data set with its each subset being adopted as the supervision.
3) The USPS-3568 data set was generated by randomly extracting 1564 samples from four handwritten digits, 3, 5, 6, and 8, in the USPS database. 4) The JAFFE data set was obtained from the JAFFE database. We selected 10 × 20 female facial images from the original database, i.e., 10 different persons and 20 facial images per person. One frontal face image of each person is shown in Fig. 7 . To enlarge the size of the data set, we also rotated anticlockwise each image at angles of 5°and 10°, respectively. We then performed the principal component analysis processing on the raw pixel-gray features of each image, and obtained the final JAFFE data set with the data size and dimension being 600 and 599, respectively. 5) The 20news data set was composed of 2000 data instances chosen randomly from four subcategories in the 20 newsgroups database: 1) comp.sys.mac.hardware; 2) rec.autos; 3) sci.med; and 4) talk.politics.guns. The BOW toolkit [45] was used to reduce the data dimension, which was originally as high as 43 586. The eventual 20news data set contains 350 effective features in our experiment. 6) As for Berke-296059, we attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of those algorithms compatible with mustlink or cannot-link constraints, such as FSCS, PGCSC, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC. For this purpose, one, hand-labeled, animal image numbered 296 059 in the Berkeley segmentation data sets was enlisted in this paper, and we resized it into 70 × 46 resolution and relabeled it by hand, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The Berke-296059 data set was composed of the features of hue, saturation, and value (HSV) of each pixel in this images. Furthermore, we drew six regions with different colors on this image as the pairwise constraints or grouping information, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The regions belong to the same class only if they are marked in the same color. Table VII summarizes the details of these real-life data sets involved in our experiments. All data sets were also normalized before our experiments.
2) Results of the Experiments:
We first performed the classic MSC approach on all these real-life data sets, and the values of involved validity indices are listed in Table VIII. Only SLAM, FCSC, PGCSC, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC were performed on Berke-296059 due to the compatibility with pairwise constraints or grouping information. On the other data sets, all seven, semisupervised approaches were carried out, and their results are listed in Table IX .
Likewise, we have also concurrently conducted the robustness studies of these algorithms on these real-life data sets. Due to the limitation of space, we cannot report more detailed results, and only the NMI-based parameter robustness regarding related algorithms on the three, dedicated, KEEL data sets are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In particular, the robustness of all eight algorithms with respect to the affinity parameter σ is shown in Fig. 9 , and the sensitivity investigations regarding the tradeoff factor η of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are shown in Fig. 10 . As seen in these results, our proposed TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC algorithms generally overcome the others once again from the perspectives of their effectiveness and stability. Considering the paper space constraint, we do not present the detailed analyses regarding each algorithm on these data sets, as the analyses and conclusions which we performed on the artificial data sets also generally hold here. Owing to the affinity and penalty jointly constrained strategies as well as the flexible normalized frameworks, both TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC demonstrate comparatively high effectiveness and strong robustness even on these real-world data sets, which are full of uncertainties, such as noise, outliers, or mislabeling. Moreover, TII-APJCSC overall features better stability to the tradeoff factor η than TI-APJCSC due to their different semisupervised formulations in the forms of (6) and (10), respectively.
The segmentation results of partial approaches, i.e., PGCSC, SLAM, TI-APJCSC, and TII-APJCSC, on the Berke-296059 data set are shown in Fig. 11 . Comparing the index scores of the related algorithms listed in Table IX with the realistic segmentation diagrams shown in Fig. 11 , the flaw of the DBI index is intuitively confirmed that the minimal value does not necessarily represent the most reasonable result. For example, in terms of the DBI metric, PGCSC should be the best one; however, its corresponding NMI score is only 0.619, which is definitely worse than those of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC. Fig. 11(a) shows that it cannot successfully partition the image into three desirable parts with DBI equaling 0.7051.
Last but not least, the trial ranges of the affinity parameter σ of all recruited algorithms on these real-life data sets as well as the recommended optimal parameter settings of TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC are listed in Table X. V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two affinity and penalty jointly constrained formulations, TI-APJCF and TII-APJCF, respectively, were first devised to cope with the semisupervised, spectral clustering problem. Based on these formulations, by means of the min-max theorem, two flexible, normalized, constrained, spectral clustering frameworks as well as their corresponding algorithms, referred to as TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC, were eventually proposed. The comparisons among TI-APJCSC/TII-APJCSC and the other six state-ofthe-art approaches on both the artificial and real-life semisupervised data sets demonstrated that our proposed schemas for constrained spectral clustering concurrently have three, distinctive merits: 1) full compatibility; 2) high flexibility; and 3) strong robustness. This further suggests that both TI-APJCF and TII-APJCF have desirable practicability in those mediumand small-scale, semisupervised data scenarios.
There are two aspects of work need to be continued in depth in the future. One is the computational burden of our propounded TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC approaches in largescale data scenarios, and the other is how to adjust the core parameters involved in TI-APJCSC and TII-APJCSC selfadaptively. Such two issues indeed restrict the practicability of our developed schemas for semisupervised spectral clustering to a great extent.
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